The Sisters Grimm by Michael
Buckley
J FIC BUCKLEY
Orphaned sisters Sabrina and Daphne
are sent to live with their mysterious
grandmother, Relda Grimm, who lives
in a town in rural New York State that
experiences an extraordinary number of
unexplained and unusual crimes.

Ever After High by
Shannon Hale J FIC HALE
At Ever After High, everyone is expected to
sign the Storybook of Legends, pledging to
follow in their fairytale parent's footsteps.
But when Raven Queen came along, things
became fairy, fairy confusing. Now no one's
destiny is certain....

1) The storybook of legends
2) The unfairest of them all
3) A wonderlandiful world
Anne Ursu
J FIC URSU
Breadcrumbs (Snow Queen)
Once upon a time, Hazel and Jack
were best friends. But that was before he stopped talking to her and
disappeared into a forest with a
mysterious woman made of ice.
Now it's up to Hazel to go in after
him.

Ophelia and the marvelous boy/ Karen Foxlee
J FIC FOXLEE (Snow Queen)
Ophelia, a timid eleven-year-old girl grieving her
mother, suspends her disbelief in things non-scientific
when a boy locked in the museum where her father is
working asks her to help him complete an age-old mission.
Into the Wild Author /Sarah Beth Durst
J FIC DURST
Twelve-year-old Julie has grown up hearing about the
dangerous world of fairy tales, The Wild, from which
her mother, Rapunzel, escaped. Now The Wild wants
its characters back

Fairy Tale Retellings
for Grades 4 to 6

The castle behind thorns/Merrie Haskell
J FIC HASKELL (Sleeping Beauty)
Stories don't know everything. When Sand wakes up
alone in a long-abandoned castle, he has no idea how
he got there. The stories all said the place was ruined
by an earthquake, and Sand did not expect to find everything inside torn in half or smashed to bits. Nothing
lives here and nothing grows, except the vicious,
thorny bramble that holds Sand prisoner. Why wasn't
this in the stories?
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1) Fairy-tale detectives
2) The unusual suspects
3) The problem child
4) Once upon a crime
5) Magic and other misdemeanors
6) Tales from the hood
7) The everafter war
8) The inside story
9) The council of mirrors

A Tale Dark & Grimm by Adam Gidwitz
J FIC GIDWITZ
1)A tale dark & Grimm
Follows Hansel and Gretel as they walk out of
their own story and into eight more tales, encountering such wicked creatures as witches,
along with kindly strangers and other helpful
folk.

2) In a glass Grimmly
Frog joins cousins Jack and Jill in leaving their
own stories to seek a magic mirror, encountering such creatures as giants, mermaids, and
goblins along the way. Based in part on fairy
tales from the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen.

3) The Grimm conclusion
"Sister and brother Jorinda and Joringel fight
to keep their promise to stay together throughout a new series of gruesome, twisted, Grimminspired stories"-- Provided by publisher.

The Ever Afters series by Shelby Bach
J FIC BACH
Eleven-year-old Rory, daughter of a famous actress
and a famous movie director, finds herself becoming a
celebrity in her own right as she helps create new
fairy tales as a participant in the after school program,
Ever After School, with the help of her friends, Lena
and Chase.
1) Of giants and ice
2) Of witches and wind
3) Of sorcery and snow

Vivan Vande Velde
J FIC VANDEVELDE
Frogged
What happens when the princess
kisses the frog and she turns into a
frog? Find out in this upside down
version of the Frog Prince.
Tales from the Brothers Grimm
and the Sisters Weird
Hear a different side to the story in these retellings
of traditional tales.

OMG, oh my godmother
by Barbara Brauner
J FIC BRAUNER
Lacey, a misfit, is forced to assume
fairy godmother duties for popular
girl Paige, a responsibility that tests
her best friendship with Sunny and her ability to survive middle school. Later books find Lacey in training as a fairy godmother.
1) The glitter trap
2) The magic mistake
3) The spell bind

Gail Carson Levine
J FIC LEVINE
Ella enchanted (Cinderella) (audiobook and ebook)
In this novel based on the story of Cinderella, Ella
struggles against the childhood curse
that forces her to obey any order
given to her.
Fairest (Snow White)In a land
where beauty and singing are valued
above all else, Aza eventually comes
to reconcile her unconventional appearance and her magical voice, and
learns to accept herself for who she
truly is. (available as audiobook)
The fairy's return and other princess tales
In the Kingdom of Biddle, the tales are turned on their
head, but there are still happy endings.
The Hero’s Guides
by Christopher Healy
J FIC HEALY
The four princes erroneously dubbed
Prince Charming and rudely marginalized in their respective fairy tales
form an unlikely team when a witch
threatens the whole kingdom"
1) The hero's guide to saving your kingdom
2) The hero's guide to storming the castle
3) The hero's guide to being an outlaw

Rump : the true story of Rumpelstiltskin/
Liesl Shurtliff
J FIC SHURTLIF (also available as ebook)
In a magic kingdom where your name is your destiny, 12-year-old Rump is the butt of everyone's joke.
But when he finds an old spinning wheel, his luck
seems to change
The Grimm Legacy/Shulman, Polly
Elizabeth has a new job at an unusual library--a lending library of objects, not books. In a secret room in
the basement lies the Grimm Collection. That's where
the librarians lock away powerful items straight out
of the Brothers Grimm fairy talesJ FIC SHULMAN
Hansel & Gretel/Neil Gaiman
J FIC GAIMAN
Best-selling author Neil Gaiman and fine artist Lorenzo Mattotti join forces to create Hansel & Gretel,
a stunning book that’s at once as familiar as a dream
and as evocative as a nightmare.

